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Executive Summary 
 
The Joint Standing Committee on Health and Human Services began its work on the child 
welfare services sy tem in the spring of 2001 with a series of committee meetings on March 16 
and 23, April 6, 10 and 24 and May 2, 9, 23 and 31.  Reconvening with the consent of the 
President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives after the adjournment 
of the Second Regular Session, the Committee met on August 6 and 24, September 7, 20 and 
28, October 9, 12 and 26 and November 9 and 30.  The Committee listened to hours of 
testimony in open public hearings held in Augusta on August 24, in Ellsworth on September 20 
and in Portland on October 9.  
 
Families, youth, advocates, experts, attorneys, representatives of the Native American tribes of 
Maine, representatives of the Maine courts, representatives of the Child Welfare Advisory 
Committee, representatives of the United State Department of Health and Human Services, 
Administration for Children and Families, staff of community service agencies and staff of the 
Department of Human Services addressed the Committee.  They provided their insights into the 
operations of the child welfare services system and the performance of the Department of 
Human Services.  Many brought written testimony and lists of recommendations for 
improvements.  They presented statistics, stories, photographs of their children and surveys of 
professionals working in the child welfare field. 
 
During their final meetings, the members of the Joint Standing Committee on Health and Human 
Services adopted guiding principles and recommendations to improve the delivery of child 
welfare services in Maine and action steps to ensure progress in the child welfare system in the 
coming years.  The Committee is deeply committed to positive change in child welfare services 
and is recommending a number of initiatives to provide oversight of the delivery of child w fare 
services by the Department of Human Services, Bureau of Child and Family Services.
 
Guiding Principle 1.  Building communities that nurture families 
Every child has the right to grow and develop within a loving family to become a healthy, 
productive member of society.  The families and communities of Maine and the Department of 
Human Services will join together to build communities that nurture families, prevent child abuse 
and neglect and provide assistance to families at risk.  The child welfare services system will 
provide information, opportunities and resources to enable families at risk to build upon their 
strengths, address their weaknesses and provide strong and loving homes for their children.   
 
Recommendation 1.1.  Child and family system focus 
The Department of Human Services will develop a multidisciplinary approach to child welfare 
services that provides for the safety of the child, is child and family systems centered and is 
accountable for outcomes and performance.  A family-centered system protects the child from 
harm and considers as a dynamic unit the child, siblings, parents, caregivers and extended family 
members.  The department will work with advocates for children and families, child welfare 
service providers and the communities of the State to provide information and education on child 
abuse and neglect and to decrease the incidence of child abuse and neglect in Maine. 
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Action steps 
1. The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to adopt a systems 
approach to child welfare that focuses on child, family and community.  The approach will 
view the extended family as a dynamic network of relationships, maximizing the use of the 
family and its resources for the well-being and safety of the child and the good of the 
family as a whole. 
2. The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to increase the education 
and prevention efforts of community providers and entities contracting with DHS for 
education and prevention services.  See Recommendation 3.2, action step 1 regarding 
performance standards and evaluations for contract agencies. 
3. The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to ensure adequate data 
collection by DHS and by contract agencies using a data system that is compatible with 
the DHS system. 
4. The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to provide support for 
the child welfare ombudsman, with the Health and Human Services Committee overseeing 
the performance of the office.   
5.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to monitor compliance 
with state and federal laws, including the Indian Child Welfare Act, the federal child and 
family services pilot review of Maine and the program improvement plan (PIP) voluntarily 
filed by DHS and report periodically to the Health and Human Services Committee on 
their performance in these areas. 
6.  The Health and Human Services Committee should increase its oversight of child 
welfare services.  The committee should meet annually with the Youth Leadership 
Advisory Team and with other youth in DHS custody.  The committee recommends 
establishing a process that utilizes performance indicators to monitor progress and ensure 
accountability.  The data that would be provided in the periodic reports is specified in 
Section VII, Periodic Reporting. 
7.  The Health and Human Services Committee should pursue a mechanism for legislator 
access to child welfare case information, starting with a request for advice from the 
Department of the Attorney General regarding access to child welfare information for 
legislators who are and are not members of the Health and Human Services Committee 
and the applicability of confidentiality requirements to information that they receive from 
DHS. 
8. The Committee recommends that the Legislature rquire DHS to establish a centralized 
website and online memo system for child welfare services, placing on the web the 
monitoring mechanism mentioned above. 
 
 
 
 
 
Guiding principle 2.  Child and family centered services 
The Department of Human Services will r pond to suspected and substantiated child abuse and 
neglect through services that are child and family centered.  The department will provide 
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supportive services that empower families and children, respect the family’s responsibility for its 
children and are designed to address the unique needs of each child and family, respecting cultural 
differences and affording the maximum degree of self-d termination. 
 
Recommendation 2.1. Providing services to families at risk 
The child welfare services system will provide assistance to children and families that addresses 
their needs through a system that meets the following criteria. 
 
A.  The system will provide comprehensive educational and supportive services for the 
child and family, including evaluation and assessment services, parenting, homemaker, 
child development, child care and transportation services, and services to address the 
challenges of emotional and behavioral dysfunction, mental illness, substance abuse and 
developmental disability.  These servics will be available prior to intervention by the 
department, when a child is in care during remediation and family reunification efforts, 
when a child is reunified with the family and when a child is placed permanently by the 
department with the child’s extended family, in long-term foster care or other out-of-home 
placement or adoption; 
B.  The system will provide pre-petition services to families who request services or who 
are referred for services in order to address family issues, build a stronger family or enable
the family to remain together; 
C.  The system will provide child protective services when a child is determined to be in 
jeopardy; 
D.  The system will provide individualized case planning services, based on planning 
conferences that include the family, caseworkers, guardians ad litem and service providers, 
that are reviewed periodically, that have specific goals and timeframes and measure 
progress and provide feedback to the family; 
E.  The system will provide out-of-home placements when necessary, including care with 
the extended family or, when necessary, placements in foster homes, group homes, 
residential treatment facilities, independent living, and when appropriate in shelters.  
Provided that the safety needs of the child are met, priority in placement will be given to 
placement with family members or extended family members.  As appropriate, siblings will 
be placed together and the child’s ties to family, community and school will be maintained; 
F.  The system will provide family reunification services when appropriate, assisting the 
family in resolving their problems and restoring the family unit; and 
G.  The system will provide services for reunified families, foster families or for children in 
other out-of-home living situations. 
 
Action steps 
1. The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to maximize the use of 
resources for early intervention and family preservation services and pursue federal 
waivers as needed. 
2.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to document in each 
case that it has fully assessed kinship placement possibilities including, but not limited to, 
grandparents, aunts, uncles and adult siblings of the child needing services. 
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3.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to improve kin and 
sibling contact and communication. 
4.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to provide stability and 
continuity in home placements, including placements with the extended family and foster 
families, as appropriate for the child. 
5.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to improve the quality 
of assessments and individualized case plans, tailoring the child welfare process and 
services to meet the needs of the child and family. 
6.  The Committee rcommends that the Legislature require DHS to provide increased 
services to families after reunification.  
7.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to expand to statewide 
the program that provides immediate physical and psychological screenin  of all children 
entering DHS care. 
8.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to develop a proposal 
for the timely dissemination of information to youth and biological and foster families on 
legal rights, the court system and the child welfare process, developing that information 
with the Maine Bar Association, the Youth Leadership Advisory Team, the Maine Equal 
Justice Project and the Department of the Attorney General.  The Committee recommends 
that the Legislature require DHS to report on its progress on this information initiative to 
the Health and Human Services Committee in early 2002.
9.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to provide in family case 
plans clear timeframes for action and benchmarks by which families can measure their 
progress. 
 
Recommendation 2.2.  Strengthen the network of service providers and the range of 
services available to the child and family 
Services that are appropriate to the child and family will be available through a network of 
providers.  The family will have a choice among all qualified providers, including those who are 
not employed within an agency.  The services will focus on addressing the issues confronting the 
family and be easy to access for the family.  Providers will participate in the monitoring of their 
work through periodic case conferences and periodic reporting.  A strong and flexible network of 
foster homes will be developed and maintained and relationships with foster parents improved.  
Visitation services will be redesigned to serve the needs of the child and extended family and to 
take place in a family friendly environment. 
 
Action steps 
1.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to develop an approach 
for identifying foster care issues and for developing strategies to address those issues.  The 
Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to develop a mechanism for 
input from foster parents to DHS. 
2.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to increase informat on 
on legal issues and the law in foster parent training. 
3.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to expand options for 
visitation that are child friendly and family centered. 
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4.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to provide a mentor 
system for children in care.
5.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to integrate the 
provision of services to children and families, including services from schools, different 
providers and through different ag cies and state departments, including mental health, 
substance abuse and domestic violence treatment services and child abuse services.  The 
process should begin with a report from the Commissioners and the Director of the Office 
of Substance Abuse in arly 2002 on integration and coordination of services, including 
but not limited to integrated case management. 
6. The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to adopt standards for 
providers of services to qualify within the child welfare syst m and allow parents their 
choice among all qualified providers, as appropriate to the needs of the family.  The 
Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to report to the Health and 
Human Services Committee on their progress in adopting stan ards for providers. 
7.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to allow direct billing by 
qualified licensed clinical social workers providing services in child welfare.
8.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to explore utilization of 
additional providers for child welfare purposes, including licensed professional counselors, 
licensed clinical professional counselors, licensed marriage and family therapists and 
licensed pastoral counselors. 
9.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to expand substance 
abuse and domestic abuse treatment services. 
 
Guiding principle 3.  
 Developing staff, services and programs that are child and family systems oriented 
Child welfare services will provide services through professional staff, services and programs that 
are child and family systems oriented.   
 
Recommendation 3.1.  Adapt departmental organization to a child and family systems 
approach 
The Department of Human Services will adopt an organizational design, structure and methods 
that implement a child and family systems approach to child welfare services, tailoring the 
department’s response to the needs of the child and family and providing professional level staff 
through the department or contract agencies who are trained and equipped to provide high quality 
service. 
 
Action steps 
1. The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to increase the number 
of caseworkers, life skills workers and supervisors to more closely reflect New England 
averages for standards for caseloads. 
2.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to comply with national 
standards for monitoring children in foster and adoptive homes. 
3.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to strengthen the ystem 
for supervision of caseworkers. 
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4.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to institute a differential 
response system that ensures maximum use of the skills of the staff of contract agencies 
and DHS.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to review how 
best to utilize skills and specialties of staff in DHS and contract agencies. 
5.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to present to the 
committee a proposal for the recruitment and retention of staff, including information on 
levels of pay and longevity of service.  The proposal should address training, improving 
morale and working conditions, increasing efficiency, mentoring, the use of technology, 
the adequacy of support staff and stre mlining administrative processes.  The Committee 
recommends that the Legislature require DHS to present a progress report to the Health 
and Human Services Committee by March 15, 2002 on a recruitment and retention 
proposal. 
6.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to expedite permanent 
placement, including kinship care, of a child when reunification with the child’s family is 
not possible. 
7.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require a court, when ordering 
termination of parental rights, to make a specific finding that reasonable efforts were made 
to prevent the need for termination of parental rights.   
 
Recommendation 3.2.  Empowerment initiatives 
The Department of Human Services will undertake an initiative to empower famili s, child en, 
staff, adoptive parents, providers of services, including foster parents, and the staff of agencies 
with which it contracts.  The initiative will build upon the strengths of the department and will 
improve the functioning and performance of the department and its adoptive families, contracting 
agencies and service providers, including foster parents.  The initiative will apply to recruitment, 
training and retention.  It will instill an attitude of mutual respect among all who work within the 
child welfare system.  The initiative will clearly define the responsibilities of community agency 
staff and service providers and will incorporate outcome measures and performance evaluations.  
 
Action Steps 
1.  In order to further consistency in practice statewide, the Committee recommends that 
the Legislature require DHS to provide clear performance standards, outcome measures 
and performance evaluations for contract agencies. 
2.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to strengthen the 
training for staff of DHS and contract agencies, adoptive parents and providers of 
services, including foster parents.  Training should cover substance abuse and domestic 
violence treatment and recovery, mental health, attitudinal issues, respect for provid rs, 
poverty, culture and ethnicity, including language and culture of origin and the Indian 
Child Welfare Act.  Training should be tailored to the job function and type of child 
welfare work performed by the trainee.
3.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to adopt clear standards 
for substantiation of abuse and neglect, distinguishing abuse and neglect from poverty. 
4.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to work with the 
substance abuse and domestic abu e prevention communities to adopt appropriate and 
realistic standards for progress for the family. 
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5.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to develop mechanisms 
to ensure that policy and practice are implemented consistently across the state by DHS 
staff and contract agency staff. 
6.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to issue a staff directive 
stating the department’s disapproval of threats of action against families and any 
retaliatory actions.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to 
include in the information provided to parents a statement that retaliatory action by DHS 
staff or contract staff is not tolerated by the department and that when infractions occur 
they should be reported so that disciplinary action may be taken. 
 
Child Welfare Information to be Reported Periodically to the Health and Human Services 
Committee 
The Health and Human Services Committee determined that periodic reporting of specific 
information is necessary for them to oversee the delivery of child welfare services by the 
Department of Human Services.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS 
to provide specific data on a periodic basis.  This data includes the following elements. 
 
1.  Measurement of compliance with the Indian Child Welfare Act  
· number of children placed with extended family as preferred in the Indian Child Welfare 
Act 
· number of children placed out of the extended family in Native American families 
· number of children placed through a tribal placement 
2.  Measurement of compliance with timeframes in state and federal law  
· frequency of extensions  
· reasons for extensions 
· frequency of failure to offer services as a reason for an extension 
· reasons for failure to offer
· frequency of inability of family to access services as a reason for an extension 
· reasons for inability to access services 
3.  Measurement of frequency of kinship placements at all stages of child welfare interventions 
· reasons for placing out of family 
4.  Measurement of family contacts 
· placements of siblings together, stating reasons why not 
· frequency of visits with siblings 
· frequency of visits with parents 
· frequency of visits with other family members 
5.  Measurement of frequency and continuity in placement in foster care and other residential  
     placements 
· number of children moved after initial placement one, two three, four and more times 
6.  Measurement of total number of biological families and interested professionals involved in 
developing case plans and in case plan review during the time period 
7.  Number of internal reviews of decisions of substantiation of abuse or neglect and results of 
     the reviews 
8.  Reporting of applications for waivers of federal requirements under the Adoption and Safe     
     Families Act, and progress and decision on the application during the time period, decisions 
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     during the time period on any previously filed waiver applications 
9.  Number of terminations of parental rights in which no services were accessed by the family 
· breakdown of reasons for terminations 
· breakdown of reasons no services were accessed 
10.  Number of children in DHS custody moved to a residence that requires them to change 
     school districts 
11.  Average caseloads of caseworkers, life skills workers and supervisors and comparison with 
New England average 
12.  Compliance with standards for home visiting in foster homes 
13.  Number of families using offered services during the first 6 months their child is in custody of 
DHS, during the second 6 months and during the third 6 months. 
14.  Number of children entering DHS custody and number leaving DHS custody 
· numbers entering foster care and leaving foster care 
15.  Amounts spent on substance abuse treatment and recovery from accounts within the Office of 
Substance Abuse and the Department of Human Services. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The Joint Standing Committee on Health and Human Services began a series of meetings in the 
spring of 2001 to review the child welfare services system within the Department of Human 
Services.  The meetings were held in part in response to the tragedy of Logan Marr, a 5 year-old
girl who died while in the custody of the Department of Human Services and while placed in a 
foster home.   
 
During the spring, summer and fall of 2001 the Joint Standing Committee on Health and Human 
Services reviewed the child welfare services system and talked with youth, families, professionals 
providing services in the child welfare services system, agencies, advocates and other interested 
parties.  The Committee reviewed the Adoption and Safe Families Act of 1997 (P.L. 105-89), the 
Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978, Title 25, United States Code, sections 1901-1963, and Maine 
law, which is found in Title 22, Maine Revised Statutes, chapter 1071.   
 
As relevant to he work of the Committee, the Adoption and Safe Families Act (ASFA) explicitly 
states the requirement that child safety is the paramount consideration in service provision, 
placement and permanency planning for children.  ASFA articulates 3 major goals for children 
served by the child welfare services: safety, permanency and well-being.  ASFA requires that a 
state make reasonable efforts to preserve and reunify families, while acknowledging that some 
situations free the state of making those efforts.  ASFA, combined with the Maine law changes 
required to implement it, shortens the timeframes for decisions on permanency planning for 
children and speeds along the process of adoption or final placement.   
 
The Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA), in its section on C gressional findings, recognizes the 
special nature of the relationship of Congress to Indian children and the failures of the child 
welfare system to respect Indian culture and families.  In the findings section the following 
statements set forth the foundation for ICWA: 
§ “that Congress … has assumed responsibility for the protection and preservation of Indian 
 
§ “that there is no resource that is more vital to the continued existence and integrity of 
Indian tribes than their children and that the United States has a direct interest, as trustee, 
in protecting Indian children who are members of or are eligible for membership in an 
Indian tribe;” 
§ “that an alarmingly high percentage of Indian families are broken up by the removal, often 
unwarranted, of their children from them by nontribal public and private agencies and that 
an alarmingly high percentage of such children are placed in non-Indian foster and 
adoptive homes and institutions;” and 
§ “that the States, exercising their recognized jurisdiction over Indian child custody 
proceedings through administrative and judicial bodies, have often failed to recognize the 
essential tribal relations of Indian people and the cultural and social standards prevailing in 
Indian communities and families.” 
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Title 22 Maine Revised Statutes, chapter 1071, sections 4003 and 4004 set forth the obligations 
of the Department of Human Services to protect children and to provide services to families in 
need of assistance.  These sections, as pertinent, read as follows: 
 
§4003.  Purposes 
 
Recognizing that the health and safety of children must be of paramount concern and 
that the right to family integrity is limited by the right of children to be protected from abuse 
and neglect and recognizing also that uncertainty and instability are possible in extended foster 
home or institutional living, it is the intent of the Legislature that this chapter:   
 
  1.  Authorization. Authorize the department to protect and assist abused and neglected 
children, children in circumstances which present a substantial risk of abuse and neglect, and 
their families;  
 
 2.  Removal from parental custody. Provide that children will be taken from the 
custody of their parents only where failure to do so would jeopardize their health or welfare;  
 
 3.  Reunification as a priority. Give family rehabilitation and reunification priority as 
a means for protecting the welfare of children, but prevent needless delay for permanent plans 
for children when rehabilitation and reunification is not possible. 
 
§4004. Authorizations 
 
 1.  General.  The department may take appropriate action, consistent with available 
funding, that will help achieve the goals of section 4003 and subchapter XI-A, including: 
  
A.  Developing and providing services which:  
 
  (1)  Support and reinforce parental care of children;  
 
  (2)  Supplement that care; and  
 
  (3)  When necessary, substitute for parental care of children;    
 
B.  Encouraging the voluntary use of these and other services by families and children 
who may need them;    
 
C.  Cooperating and coordinating with other agencies, facilities or persons providing 
related services to families and children;   
 
D.  Establishing and maintaining a Child Protective Services Contingency Fund to 
provide temporary assistance to families to help them provide proper care for their 
children; and   
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E.  Establishing a child death and serious injury review panel for reviewing deaths and 
serious injuries to children.  The panel consists of the following members: the Chief 
Medical Examiner, a pediatrician, a public health nurse, forensic and community 
mental health clinicians, law enforcement officers, departmental child welfare staff, 
district attorneys and criminal or civil assistant attorneys general. 
 
The purpose of the panel is to recommend to state and local agencies methods of 
improving the child protection system, including modifications of statutes, rules, 
policies and procedures.   
 
 2.  Duties. The department shall act to protect abused and neglected children and 
children in circumstances which present a substantial risk of abuse and neglect, to prevent 
further abuse and neglect, to enhance the welfare of these children and their families and to 
preserve family life wherever possible. The department shall:  
 
A.  Receive reports of abuse and neglect;    
 
 B.  Promptly investigate all abuse and neglect cases coming to its attention or in the 
case of out-of-home abuse and neglect investigations, the department shall act in 
accordance with subchapter XI-A;   
 
C.  Determine the degree of harm or threatened harm to each child in each case; and    
 
D.  Take appropriate action to further the purposes of this chapter.   
 
Legislators periodically receive inquiries and complaints about child welfare services.  In some 
cases it s helpful to them in their jobs as legislators to learn more about the family and its 
experiences with the Department of Human Services.  The department makes child welfare 
records available to legislators under Title 22, Maine Revised Statutes, section 4008, ubsection 
3, paragraph D.  Section 4008 reads as follows: 
 
§ 4008. Records; confidentiality; disclosure 
 
 1.  Confidentiality of records.  All department records which contain personally 
identifying information and are created or obtained in connection with the department's child 
protective activities and activities related to a child while in the care or custody of the 
department are confidential and subject to release only under the conditions of subsections 2 
and 3.  Within the department, the records shall be available only to and used by appropriate 
departmental personnel and legal counsel for the department in carrying out their functions.  
 
 2.  Optional disclosure of records.  The department may disclose relevant information 
in the records to the following persons:  
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A.  An agency or person investigating or participating on a team investigating a report 
of child abuse or neglect when the investigation or participation is authorized by law or 
by an agreement with the department;   
 
B.  (Repealed) 
 
C.  A physician treating a child whom he reasonably suspects may be abused or 
neglected;    
 
D.  A child named in a record who is reported to be abused or neglected, or the child's 
parent or custodian, or the subject of the report, with protection for identity of reporters 
and other persons when appropriate;  
 
 E.  A person having the legal responsibility or authorization to educate, care for, 
evaluate, treat or supervise a child, parent or custodian who is the subject of a record, 
or a member of a panel appointed by the department to review child deaths and serious 
injuries.  This includes a member of a treatment team or group convened to plan for or 
treat a child or family that is the subject of a record.  This may also include a member 
of a support team for foster parents, if that team has been reviewed and approved by 
the department;   
 
F.  Any person engaged in bona fide research, provided that no personally identifying 
information is made available, unless it is essential to the researcher and the 
commissioner or the commissioner's designee gives prior approval.  If the researcher 
desires to contact a subject of a record, the subject's consent shall be obtained by the 
department prior to the contact;  
 
G.  Any agency or department involved in licensing or approving homes for, or the 
placement of, children or dependent adults, with protection for identity of reporters and 
other persons when appropriate;  
 
H.  Persons and organizations pursuant to Title 5, section 9057, subsection 6, and 
pursuant to chapter 857;  
 
I.  The representative designated to provide child welfare services by the tribe of an 
Indian child as defined by the federal Indian Child Welfare Act, 25 United States Code, 
Section 1903; and  
 
J.  A person making a report of suspected abuse or neglect. The department may only 
disclose that it has not accepted the report for investigation, unless other disclosure 
provisions of this section apply.  
 
 3.  Mandatory disclosure of records.  The department shall disclose relevant 
information in the records to the following persons:  
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A.  The guardian ad litem of a child named in a record who is reported to be abused or 
neglected;    
 
 B.  A court on its finding that access to those records may be necessary for the 
determination of any issue before the court or a court requesting a home study from the 
department pursuant to Title 18-A, section 9-304 or Title 19-A, section 905.  Access to 
such a report or record is limited to counsel of record unless otherwise ordered by the 
court.  Access to actual reports or records is limited to in camera inspection, unless the 
court determines that public disclosure of the information is necessary for the 
resolution of an issue pending before the court;   
 
C.  A grand jury on its determination that access to those records is necessary in the 
conduct of its official business;    
 
D.  An appropriate state executive or legislative official with responsibility for child 
protection services or the Child Welfare Services Ombudsman in carrying out his 
official functions, provided that no personally identifying information may be made 
available unless necessary to his functions;    
 
E.  The protection and advocacy agency for persons with disabilities, as designated 
pursuant to Title 5, section 19502, in connection with investigations conducted in 
accordance with Title 5, chapter 511.  The determination of what information and 
records are relevant to the investigation must be made by agreement between the 
department and the agency;    
 
F.  The Commissioner of Education when the information concerns teachers and other 
professional personnel issued certificates under Title 20-A, persons employed by 
schools approved pursuant to Title 20-A or any employees of schools operated by the 
Department of Education; and   
 
G.  The prospective adoptive parents.  Prior to a child being placed for the purpose of 
adoption, the department shall comply with the requirements of Title 18-A, section 9-
304, subsection (b) and section 8205.   
 
  3-A.  Confidentiality.  The proceedings and records of the child death and serious 
injury review panel created in accordance with section 4004, subsection 1, paragraph E are 
confidential and are not subject to subpoena, discovery or introduction into evidence in a civil 
or criminal action.  The commissioner shall disclose conclusions of the review panel upon 
request, but may not disclose data that is otherwise classified as confidential. 
 
 4.  Unlawful dissemination; penalty.  A person is guilty of unlawful dissemination if he 
knowingly disseminates records which are determined confidential by this section, in violation 
of the mandatory or optional disclosure provisions of this section.  Unlawful dissemination is a 
Class E crime, which, notwithstanding Title 17-A, section 1252, subsection 2, paragraph E, is 
punishable by a fine of not more than $500 or by imprisonment for not more than 30 days. 
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 5.  Retention of unsubstantiated child protection services records.  Except as provided 
in this subsection, the department shall retain unsubstantiated child protective services case 
records for no more than 18 months following a finding of unsubstantiation and then expunge 
unsubstantiated case records from all departmental files or archives unless a new referral has 
been received within the 18-month retention period.  Unsubstantiated child protective services 
records of persons who were eligible for Medicaid services under the federal Social Security 
Act, Title XIX, at the time of the investigation may be retained for up to 5 years for the sole 
purpose of state and federal audits of the Medicaid program.  Unsubstantiated child protective 
services case records retained for audit purposes pursuant to this subsection must be stored 
separately from other child protective services records and may not be used for any other 
purpose. 
 
II.  PROCEEDINGS  
 
The Joint Standing Committee on Health and Human Services began its work on the child 
welfare services system in the spring of 2001 with a series of committee meetings on March 16 
and 23, April 6, 10 and 24 and May 2, 9, 23 and 31.  Reconvening with the consent of the 
President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives after the adjournment 
of the Second Regular Session, the Committee met on August 6 and 24, September 7, 20 and 
28, October 9, 12 and 26 and November 9 and 30.  The Committee listened to hours of 
testimony in open public hearings held in Augusta on August 24, in Ellsworth on September 20 
and in Portland on October 9.  
 
Families, youth, advocates, experts, attorneys, representatives of the Native American tribes of
Maine, representatives of the Maine courts, representatives of the Child Welfare Advisory 
Committee, representatives of the United State Department of Health and Human Services, 
Administration for Children and Families, staff of community service agenci s and staff of the 
Department of Human Services addressed the Committee.  They provided their insights into the 
operations of the child welfare services system and the performance of the Department of 
Human Services.  Many brought written testimony and lists of recommendations for 
improvements.  They presented statistics, stories, photographs of their children and surveys of 
professionals working in the child welfare field. 
 
The Committee wishes to recognize the outstanding work of the Youth Leadership Advisory 
Team, a group of young men and women who have experienced the child welfare services 
system and who have committed themselves to improving the system and assisting youth in care.  
The YLAT youth have established a website, www.ylat.usm.maine.edu , publish a 
newsletter entitled “Be Yourself: The Voice of Youth in Care,” provide speakers through a 
speaker’s bureau, plan annual teen conferences and youth leadership summits, and have created 
a handbook for youth in care entitled “Answers.”   YLAT is a joint project between the 
Department of Human Services and the Edmund S. Muskie School of Public Service.   The 
youth of YLAT presented a number of recommendations to the Committee.  The key 
recommendations were: 
· Increase the number and variety of placement options; 
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· Placements should be geared to the needs of the individual child; 
· Increase the number of caseworkers; 
· Increase the number of life skills workers; 
· Involve youth in policy making; and 
· Increase communications with youth in custody (talking to them, listening to them). 
 
The work of the Joint Standing Committee on Health and Human Services was complemented 
by the parallel work of the Committee to Review the Child Protective System.  The Committee 
to Review the Child Protective System, consisting of 11 members, was formed by Joint Order, 
House Paper 1385, to look at the following issues: 
· Child protective court proceedings, including intervenor rights, discovery, attorneys for 
parents, guardians ad litem and standards of proof; 
· Department of Human Services interviewing procedures and information provided to 
parents; 
· Liability of the Department of Human Services and its employees for removal of a child 
from home or other action when such actions are overturned by the court as erroneous 
or unnecessary; 
· Child abuse and neglect mandatory reporting laws; 
· The State’s role in educating the public about child abuse and neglect; and 
· Any other issues the committee determines to be appropriate for review. 
The Committee to Review the Child Protective System completed its work and its final report 
has been released. 
 
III.  CHILD WELFARE INFORMATION SPECIFIC TO MAINE 
 
A.  Background data on child welfare services in Maine was presented to the Health and 
Human Services Committee, using a report, “Child Maltreatment 1999,”which is based on 
data submitted by the state child protective services agencies for calendar year 1999.  The 
data are collected through the National Child Abuse and Neglect Data System and consist of 
2 components, the summary data component and the detailed case data component.  Karen 
Westburg, Director of the Bureau of Child and Family Services, provided data on child 
welfare services for calendar year 2000. 
 
· The 1999 data show that the Department of Human Services reported 4,450 total 
investigations, including 9,877 total children.   11,058 referrals were screened out.   
 
· Of the 4,450 referrals that were screened in and investigated, 765 were referred by 
school personnel, 503 by social services personnel, 503 by law enforcement, 426 by 
mental health personnel, 317 by medical personnel, 253 by parents, 364 by other 
relatives and 421 by friends and neighbors.   
 
· Of the 4,450 referrals that were screened in and investigated, 2,349 resulted in findings 
of substantiated abuse or neglect and 1,728 were not substantiated.   
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· Maine reported 4,154 child victims of abuse or neglect in 1999.  The reporting of type of 
abuse or neglect, including multiple counting of children experiencing more than one 
type, show that 1,427 children experienced physical abuse, 2,457 children experienced 
neglect, 895 children experienced sexual abuse and 2,263 children experienced 
psychological maltreatment. 
 
· Of the 5,768 substantiated perpetrators of child abuse and neglect in Maine in 1999,
4,908 were parents, 652 were other relatives, 132 were non-caretakers, 9 were foster 
parents, 2 were residential facility staff, 17 were child day care staff and 48 were of 
unknown status.   
 
The data provided by Bureau Director Westburg show that during the year 2000 the families 
of 10,874 children were assessed as a result of an allegation of suspected child abuse or 
neglect. 
 
· Of the 10,874 children involved in assessments during year 2000, 1001 (9.2%) were 
brought in to the care of the Department of Human Services.   
 
· During the year 2000, 418 children who were in the care of the Department of Human 
Services left care to return to their homes or to live with a relative, 421 were adopted, 
and 101 entered adulthood.   
 
B.  Public Law 2001, Chapter 439, Part X established the ombudsman program to 
provide services to children and families involved with child welfare services provided by 
the Department of Human Services.  The program, as set forth in Title 22, Maine 
Revised Statutes, subchapter X-A, will operate through a contract with the Executive 
Department and will be staffed by an attorney or a Master’s level social worker and an 
administrative assistant.  Volunteers will be recruited and trained by the ombudsman.  
Working toward resolution of complaints and inquiries, the ombudsman will consider 
and promote the best interests of the child, will provide information and referral services 
to the public and will make recommendations to state agencies, the Governor and the 
Legislature.  The Committee was dismayed to learn that the original request for proposal 
process resulted in no applications being submitted.  Committee members expressed 
interest in working with the Executive Department to encourage entities to apply and 
expressed grave concern that the Executive Department did not receive any applications 
in response to the request for proposals that was issued during the Fall of 2001 and is 
anxious that the program begin operation as quickly as possible. 
 
C.  Major changes are underway within the Bureau of Child and Family Services that will 
have a positive impact on the delivery of child welfare services.  The Bureau has begun 
work with Casey Strategic Consulting of the Annie E. Casey Foundation on the 
organizational structure of the Bureau’s central office.  This work will also refine the 
Bureau’s values and beliefs and align practice with them.  Major training initiatives are 
underway on interviewing.  In cooperation with the Department of Behavioral and 
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Developmental Services, a new substance abuse specialist po ition will be funded to 
serve Washington County.1 
 
IV.  CHILD WELFARE SERVICES IN OTHER JURISDICTIONS 
 
During the review of the Maine child welfare system, the Health and Human Services 
Committee considered reports on child welfare systems in other states.  Among these reports, 
one stood out: “Running in to Keep in Place: The Continuing Evolution of Our Nation’s Child 
2   The “Running in Place” report (hereinafter referred to as “RIP” ) draws a 
picture of child welfare services nationwide that are badly stressed and that respond to crises 
with studies and commissions and proposals for substantial change, much as Maine has done.  
Child welfare systems studied for “RIP” showed many of the same problems that the Committee 
was told exist n Maine: frequent changes in leadership at the top of child welfare programs, a 
shortage of foster homes, high worker turnover, insufficient staff, the need for service capacity 
in the areas of housing and child care, mental health and substance abuse services, and th n ed 
for improved training.3  
 
“Running in Place”  noted other similarities, including caseworkers reporting that they spend 
inordinate amounts of time on paperwork and documentation and that they regret the loss of 
time spent on active social work responsibilities with families.4  “RIP” cites recent reforms in 
some states that show promise, including alternative response systems that provide investigation 
and assessment of reported suspected child abuse and neglect that are matched to the sev rity of 
the report (Washington State), structured decision making that provides standards for safety 
decisions (Michigan), concurrent planning that begins the work for adoption early in the child 
protective process (Minnesota), and family group meetings that involve the whole family in the 
planning and decision making for the safety of the child (Denver County, Colorado).5  “RIP” 
mentions that agency staff is optimistic about these reforms but that research on their effects has 
not yet been completed.6  The Committee took note of these initiatives in other states and 
considered them with other suggestions for change. 
 
“New Directions for Child Protective Services,” published in 1997 by the National Conference 
of State Legislatures, reviewed child welfare services information from states across the country 
and noted that once states screen, investigate and substantiate reported child abuse and neglect 
there is little money left with which to provide services to families.7  This report clearly identified 
the link between poverty and child maltreatment, stating that “…child maltreatment is 
                                         
1 Maine Department of Human Services, Bureau of Child and Family Services, report to the Health and Human 
Services Committee, November 9, 2001. 
2 “Running to Keep in Place: The Continuing Evolution of Our Nation’s Child Welfare System,” by Roseanna 
Bess, Robert Green, Jacob Leos-Urbel,  Karin Malm and Teresa Markowitz, The Urban Institute, 2001. 
3 Ibid,  pages 5 through 15.   
4 Ibid, page 18. 
5 Ibid, pages 9 and 10. 
6 Ibid, page 20. 
7 “New Directions for Child Welfare Services,” by Stephen M. Christian, National Conference of State 
Legislatures, 1997, page ix.   
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disproportionately reported among poor families and that extreme poverty is a key factor in 
predicting child abuse and neglect.”8 
 
“New Directions for Child Welfare Services” points out problems in state child welfare services 
system that mirror many of the findings of members of the Health and Human Services 
Committee.  The “New Directions” report finds that the direct and indirect costs of child abuse 
are enormous and that conventional child welfare systems stress the deficits of families rather 
than their strengths, often they overinclude families that should not be in the system and 
undereinclude families that should be there.  The report finds that funding has not kept pace with 
the work of child welfare departments and that high worker turnover plagues child welfare 
agencies.9   As Maine moves forward, policymakers can learn from the efforts of other states 
that have addressed similar challenges. 
 
V.  THE ADMINISTRATION FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES CHILD WELFARE 
SERVICES REVIEW PROCESS  
 
The United States Department of Health and Human Services, Administration for Children and 
Families is required by 45 Code of Federal Regulations, sections 1355.31 to 1355.37 and 
1355.39 to conduct reviews of the child welfare services systems in the states in collaboration 
with the responsible state agencies.  The process for the reviews was developed in consultation 
with national experts in child welfare, with a public comment period and a pilot process in 14 
states.  As finalized the review process measures the outcomes of services delivered to children 
and families in 3 areas: safety, permanency and child and family well-being.  The process also  
reviews operational and administrative systems within the Department of Human Services.   
 
The standards by which safety outcomes are measured include the following. 
1.  Children are, first and foremost, protected from abuse and neglect.  Repeat 
maltreatment and the timeliness of investigations are examined in this category. 
2.  Children are safely maintained in their homes whenever possible and appropriate.  
The provision of services to protect children in their homes and to prevent removal and 
current risk of harm to the child are examined in this category. 
 
The standards by which permanency outcomes are measured include the following. 
1.  Children have permanency and stability in their living situations.  Examined under this 
category are foster care re-ent i s, stability of current foster care placem nt, th  
permanency goal for the child, the provision of independent living services, adoption and 
the permanency goal of other planned permanent living arrangements. 
2.  The continuity of family relationships and connections is preserved for children.  
Under this category, the review examines the proximity of the current living arrangement 
to the child’s community, placement with siblings, visitation with parents and siblings, 
preserving connections, relative placement and the current relationship of the child to his 
or her parents. 
 
                                         
8 Ibid, page 8.
9 Ibid, pages 7 and 8. 
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The standards by which child and family well being outcomes are measured include the 
following. 
1.  Families have enhanced capacity to provide for their children’s needs.  Examined in 
this category are the needs and services of the child, parents and foster parents, child and 
family involvement in case planning and worker visits with the child. 
2.  Children receive appropriate services to meet their educational needs.  Examined in 
this category are the educational needs of the child. 
3.  Children receive adequate services to meet their physical and mental health needs.  
The review in this category examines the physical and mental health of the child. 
 
The review process also examines systemic factors that pertain to the operation of the 
Department of Human Services and its administrative structure.  The review focuses on the 
statewide information system, the case review system, the quality assurance system, staff 
training, the array of services, agency responsiveness to the community and foster and adoptive 
parent recruitment, licensing and retention. 
 
The Maine Department of Human Services volunteered to be one of the pilot states and 
undertook the review during 2000-20 1.  The results of the pilot review and the program 
improvement plan filed by the Department of Human Services were reviewed by the Committee.  
A comprehensive chart, showing the Administration for Children and Families findings and 
recommendations, is attached in Appendix B and the Department of Human Services program
improvement plan action plan in response is included as Appendix C.    
 
The recommendations from the Administration for Children and Families resulting from the pilot 
review of the Maine Department of Human Services are as follows: 
 
Recommendations of the Administration for Children and Families 
Safety 
· Establish clear policies and expectations concerning interaction between the local DHS offices and the 
community contractors conducting assessments of low and moderate risk reports, and establish data 
tracking related to this program, e.g. number of families refusing services, etc. 
· Take immediate steps to reduce the incidence of maltreatment through improved intervention and 
services to families that address the underlying issues of abuse and neglect.  Also, establish a process 
for critical supervisory review of decisions made on cases with multiple reports. 
· Complete the quality assurance review of the reports of abuse and neglect referred for community 
agency intervention. 
· Continue with the implementatio  of the safety assessment policy and corresponding training. 
· Ensure that all repeat reports be documented/recorded as official reports. 
· Ensure that workers are clear with providers on expectations, results, and outcomes for treatment of 
families and require written reports that address families’ progress in alleviating risk factors that led to 
abuse/neglect. 
· Coordinate training for staff on safety issues, and engage Assistant Attorneys General and the courts on 
discussion of risk and safety, and the impact of repeat maltreatment on children.
· Integrate training on decision-making in child protective services into current curricula. 
Permanency 
· Continue to improve the search for relatives and document the assessment of relatives in the case 
record. 
· When siblings are placed separately, use the case planning process to address visitation issues. 
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· Continue to evolve and institutionalize a process, which ensures that permanency is addressed earlier 
on in all cases. 
· Continue recruitment efforts for foster homes so children may be placed in closer proximity to their 
communities. 
· Continue to address the issues surrounding therapeutic foster care, e.g. rates, evaluation/monitoring of 
children in therapeutic care, expectations/outcomes, etc. 
· Increase staff and provider awareness of post-ad p ion services available and continue to increase 
families’ utilization of post-adoption support services. 
· Continue to streamline the legal clearance paperwork process. 
· Encourage offices to engage adoption staff earlier in the case to address adoptive placement needs of 
children. 
· Complete policy and training on limiting the use of long-term f ster care as a goal, and ensure review 
of “compelling reasons” on a regular basis. 
Child and Family Well being 
· Involve parents and providers in the case planning process at the very beginning of a case, and clearly 
address the factors leading to abuse/neglect.  Case plans should establish clear timeframes for meeting 
goals.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to re-examine its decision to 
combine case planning with the court process. 
· Establish clear policy and expectations concerning provider reports; The Committee recommends that 
the Legislature require DHS to obtain wri te reports that address the progress of the individuals. 
· The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to be more pro-active in t rms of what 
they want providers to do.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to continue to 
be active in cases even when a case mn g ent agency is involved. 
· Re-examine agency policy requiring caseworker visits with children every three months and establish a 
visitation policy that ties frequency of visitation with the child’s needs.  Training and supervision 
should emphasize the need for workers to have individual conversations or visits with children, and 
should support workers in identifying and addressing problems or issues with the foster placements. 
· Increase the focus on gathering pertinent medical and genetic histories (importan  to the adoption 
process for adoptive parents’ and children’s understanding of their family medical/health backgrounds). 
· Training and supervision should re-emphasize the importance of sharing medical records with foster 
parents. 
Systemic Factors 
· Implement systems improvements based on the results of the September 1999 SACWIS review. 
· Work with the Court Improvement committee to ensure training for judges on conducting case reviews.  
Courts that are viewed as being strong in case review should be used as mod ls for those courts that 
need to improve in this area. 
· Establish a formal process for implementing improvements based on Quality Assurance review 
findings. 
· The Child Welfare Training Institute should move forward with expansion of its advisory b ard to 
include outside stakeholders. 
· Examine the gaps of services identified through this review and establish a long-range plan t  expand, 
or provide for, these services. 
· Continue outreach to the Native American tribes, and continue to work on State/tribal agreements. 
· Utilize training and technical assistance through the National Resource Center for Children’s Mental 
Health at Georgetown University to continue improving DHS relationship with mental health and to 
ensure that the mental health needs of chil ren and parents are being met. 
· Establish a coordinated, comprehensive statewide recruitment and retention plan for foster and adoptive 
homes.  This plan should be administered at the Central Office level. 
· Improve ability of BCFS to recruit and retai quality staff. 
 
 
VI.  GUIDING PRINCIPLES, RECOMMENDATIONS AND ACTION STEPS 
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During their final meetings, the members of the Joint Standing Committee on Health and Human 
Services adopted guiding principles and recommendations to improve the delivery of child 
welfare services in Maine and action steps to ensure progress in the child welfare system in the 
coming years.  The Committee is deeply committed to positive change in child welfare services 
and is recommending a number of initiatives to provide oversight of the delivery of child welfare 
services by the Department of Human Services Bureau of Child and Family Services. 
 
 
Guiding Principle 1.  Building communities that nurture families 
Every child has the right to grow and develop within a loving family to become a healthy, 
productive member of society.  The families and communities of Maine and the Department of 
Human Services will join together to build communities that nurture families, prevent child abuse 
and neglect and provide assistance to families at risk.  The child welfare services system will 
provide information, opportunities and resources to enable families at risk to build upon their 
strengths, address their weaknesses and provide strong and loving homes for their children.   
 
Recommendation 1.1.  Child and family system focus 
The Department of Human Services will develop a multidisciplinary approach to child welfare 
services that provides for the safety of the child, is child and family systems centered and is 
accountable for outcomes and performance.  A family-centered system protects the child from 
harm and considers as a dynamic unit the child, siblings, parents, caregivers and extended family 
members.  The department will work with advocates for children and families, child welfare 
service providers and the communities of the State to provide information and education on child 
abuse and neglect and to decrease the incidence of child abuse and neglect in Maine. 
 
Action steps 
1. The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to adopt a systems 
approach to child welfare that focuses on child, family and community.  The approach will 
view the extended family as a dynamic network of relationships, maximizing the use of the 
family and its resources for the well-being and safety of the child and the good of the 
family as a whole. 
2. The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to increase the education 
and prevention efforts of community providers and entities contracting with DHS for 
education and prevention services.  See Recommendation 3.2, action step 1 regarding 
performance standards and evaluations for contract agencies. 
3. The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to ensure adequate data 
collection by DHS and by contract agencies using a data system that is compatible with 
the DHS system. 
4. The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to provide support for 
the child welfare ombudsman, with the Health and Human Services Committee overseeing 
the performance of the office.   
5.  The Committee r commends that the Legislature require DHS to monitor compliance 
with state and federal laws, including the Indian Child Welfare Act, the federal child and 
family services pilot review of Maine and the program improvement plan (PIP) voluntarily 
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filed by DHS and report periodically to the Health and Human Services Committee on 
their performance in these areas. 
6.  The Health and Human Services Committee should increase its oversight of child 
welfare services.  The committee should meet annually with the Youth Leadership 
Advisory Team and with other youth in DHS custody.  The committee recommends 
establishing a process that utilizes performance indicators to monitor progress and ensure 
accountability.  The data that would be provided in the periodic reports is spe ified in 
Section VII, Periodic Reporting. 
7.  The Health and Human Services Committee should pursue a mechanism for legislator 
access to child welfare case information, starting with a request for advice from the 
Department of the Attorney General regarding access to child welfare information for 
legislators who are and are not members of the Health and Human Services Committee 
and the applicability of confidentiality requirements to information that they receive from 
DHS. 
8. The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to establish a centralized 
website and online memo system for child welfare services, placing on the web the 
monitoring mechanism mentioned above. 
 
Guiding principle 2.  Child and family centered services 
The Department of Human Services will respond to suspected and substantiated child abuse and 
neglect through services that are child and family centered.  The department will provide 
supportive services that empower families and children, respect the family’s responsibility for its 
children and are designed to address the unique needs of each child and family, respecting cultural 
differences and affording the maximum degree of self-d termination. 
 
Recommendation 2.1. Providing services to families at risk 
The child welfare services system will provide assistance to children and families that addresses 
their needs through a system that meets the following criteria. 
 
A.  The system will provide comprehensive educational and supportive services for the 
child and family, including evaluation and assessment services, parenting, homemaker, 
child development, child care and transportation services, and services to address the 
challenges of emotional and behavioral dysfunction, mental illness, substance abuse and 
developmental disability.  These services will be available prior to intervention by the 
department, when a child is in care during remediation and family reunification efforts, 
when a child is reunified with the family and when a child is placed permanently by the 
department with the child’s extended family, in long-term foster care or other out-of-home 
placement or adoption; 
B.  The system will provide pre-petition services to families who request services or who 
are referred for services in order to address family issues, build a tronger family or enable 
the family to remain together; 
C.  The system will provide child protective services when a child is determined to be in 
jeopardy; 
D.  The system will provide individualized case planning services, based on planning 
conferences that include the family, caseworkers, guardians ad litem and service providers, 
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that are reviewed periodically, that have specific goals and timeframes and measure 
progress and provide feedback to the family; 
E.  The system will provide out-of-home placements when necessary, including care with 
the extended family or, when necessary, placements in foster homes, group homes, 
residential treatment facilities, independent living, and when appropriate in shelters.  
Provided that the safety needs of the child ar  met, priority in placement will be given to 
placement with family members or extended family members.  As appropriate siblings will 
be placed together and the child’s ties to family, community and school will be maintained; 
F.  The system will provide family reunification services when appropriate, assisting the 
family in resolving their problems and restoring the family unit; and 
G.  The system will provide services for reunified families, foster families or for children in 
other out-of-home living situations. 
 
Action steps 
1. The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to maximize the use of 
resources for early intervention and family preservation services and pursue federal 
waivers as needed. 
2.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to document in each 
case that it has fully assessed kinship placement possibilities including but not limited to 
grandparents, aunts, uncles and adult siblings of the child needing services. 
3.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to improve kin and 
sibling contact and communication. 
4.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to provide stability and 
continuity in home placements, including placements with the extended family and foster 
families, as appropriate for the child. 
5.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to improve the quality 
of assessments and individualized case plans, tailoring the child welfare process and 
services to meet the needs of the child and family. 
6.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to provide increased 
services to families after reunification.  
7.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to expand to statewide 
the program that provides immediate physical and psy hological screening of all children 
entering DHS care. 
8.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to develop a proposal 
for the timely dissemination of information to youth and biological and foster families on 
legal rights, the court system and the child welfare process, developing that information 
with the Maine Bar Association, the Youth Leadership Advisory Team, the Maine Equal 
Justice Project and the Department of the Attorney General.  The Committee recommends 
that the Legislature require DHS to report on its progress on this information initiative to 
the Health and Human Services Committee in early 2002.
9.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to provide in family case 
plans clear timeframes for action and benchmarks by which families can measure their 
progress. 
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Recommendation 2.2.  Strengthen the network of service providers and the range of 
services available to the child and family 
Services that are appropriate to the child and family will be available through a network of 
providers.  The family will have a choice among all qualified providers, including those who are 
not employed within an agency.  The services will focus on addressing the issues confronting the 
family and be easy to access for the family.  Providers will participate in the monitoring of their 
work through periodic case conferences and periodic reporting.  A strong and flexible network of 
foster homes will be developed and maintained and relationships with foster parents improved.  
Visitation services will be redesigned to serve the needs of the child and extended family and to 
take place in a family friendly environment. 
 
Action steps 
1.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to develop an approach 
for identifying foster care issues and for developing strategies to address those issues.  The 
Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to develop a mechanism for 
input from foster parents to DHS. 
2.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to increase information 
on legal issues and the law in foster parent training. 
3.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to expand options for 
visitation that are child friendly and family centered. 
4.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to provide a mentor 
system for children in care.
5.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to integrate the 
provision of services to children and families, including services from schools, different 
providers and through different agencies and state departments, including mental health, 
substance abuse and domestic violence treatment services and child abuse services.  The 
process should begin with a report from the Commissioners and the Director of the Office 
of Substance Abuse in early 2002 on integration and coordination of services, including 
but not limited to integrated case management. 
6. The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to adopt standards for 
providers of services to qualify within the child welfare system and allow parents their 
choice among all qualified providers, as appropriate to the needs of the family.  The 
Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to report to the Health and 
Human Services Committee on their progressin adopting standards for providers. 
7.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to allow direct billing by 
qualified licensed clinical social workers providing services in child welfare.
8.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature r quire DHS to explore utilization of 
additional providers for child welfare purposes, including licensed professional counselors, 
licensed clinical professional counselors, licensed marriage and family therapists and 
licensed pastoral counselors. 
9.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to expand substance 
abuse and domestic abuse treatment services. 
 
Guiding principle 3.  
 Developing staff, services and programs that are child and family systems oriented 
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Child welfare services will provide services through professional staff, services and programs that 
are child and family systems oriented.   
 
Recommendation 3.1.  Adapt departmental organization to a child and family systems 
approach 
The Department of Human Services will adopt an organiz tional design, structure and methods 
that implement a child and family systems approach to child welfare services, tailoring the 
department’s response to the needs of the child and family and providing professional level staff 
through the department or contract agencies who are trained and equipped to provide high quality 
service. 
 
Action steps 
1. The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to increase the number 
of caseworkers, life skills workers and supervisors to more closely reflect New England 
averages for standards for caseloads. 
2.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to comply with national 
standards for monitoring children in foster and adoptive homes. 
3.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to strengthen the system 
for supervision of caseworkers. 
4.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to institute a differential 
response system that ensures maximum use of the skills of the staff of contract agencies 
and DHS.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to review how 
best to utilize skills and specialties of staff in DHS and contract agencies. 
5.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to present to the 
committee a proposal for the recruitment and retention of staff, including information on 
levels of pay and longevity of service.  The proposal should address training, improving 
morale and working conditions, increasing efficiency, mentoring, the use of technology, 
the adequacy of support staff and streamlining administrative processes.  The Committee 
recommends that the Legislature require DHS to present a progress report to the Health 
and Human Services Committee by March 15, 2002 on a recruitment and retention 
proposal. 
6.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to expedite permanent 
placement, including kinship care, of a child when reunification with the child’s family is 
not possible. 
7.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require a court, when ordering 
termination of parental rights, to make a specific finding that reasonable efforts were made 
to prevent the need for termination of parental rights.   
 
Recommendation 3.2.  Empowerment initiatives 
The Department of Human Services will undertake an initiative to empower families, children, 
staff, adoptive parents, providers of services, including foster parents, and the staff of agencies 
with which it contracts.  The initiative will build upon the strengths of the department and will 
improve the functioning a d performance of the department and its adoptive families, contracting 
agencies and service providers, including foster parents.  The initiative will apply to recruitment, 
training and retention.  It will instill an attitude of mutual respect among all who work within the 
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child welfare system.  The initiative will clearly define the responsibilities of community agency 
staff and service providers and will incorporate outcome measures and performance evaluations.  
 
Action Steps 
1.  In order to further consistency in practice statewide, the Committee recommends that 
the Legislature require DHS to provide clear performance standards, outcome measures 
and performance evaluations for contract agencies. 
2.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to strengthen the 
training for staff of DHS and contract agencies, adoptive parents and providers of 
services, including foster parents.  Training should cover substance abuse and domestic 
violence treatment and recovery, mental health, attitudinal issues, respect for providers, 
poverty, culture and ethnicity, including language and culture of origin and the Indian 
Child Welfare Act.  Training should be tailored to the job function and type of child 
welfare work performed by the trainee.
3.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to adopt clear standards 
for substantiation of abuse and neglect, distinguishing abuse and neglect from poverty. 
4.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to work with the 
substance abuse and domestic abuse prevention communities to adopt appropriate and 
realistic standards for progress for the family. 
5.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to develop mechanisms 
to ensure that policy and practice are implemented consistently across the state by DHS 
staff and contract agency staff. 
6.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to issue a staff directive 
stating the department’s disapproval of threats of action against families and any 
retaliatory actions.  The Committee recommends that the Legislature require DHS to 
include in the information provided to parents a statement that retaliatory action by DHS 
staff or contract staff is not tolerated by the department and that when infractions occur 
they should be reported so that disciplinary action may be taken. 
 
 
 
 
VII.  PERIODIC REPORTING BY THE DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES 
 
The Health and Human Services Committee determined that periodic reporting of specific 
information is necessary for them to oversee the deliv ry of child welfare services by the 
Department of Human Services.  The committee recommends that the department be required to 
provide specific data on a periodic basis.  This data includes the following elements. 
 
1.  Measurement of compliance with the Indian Child Welfare Act  
· number of children placed with extended family as preferred in the Indian Child 
Welfare Act 
· number of children placed out of the extended family in Native American families 
· number of children placed through a tribal placement
2.  Measurement of compliance with timeframes in state and federal law  
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· frequency of extensions  
· reasons for extensions 
· frequency of failure to offer services as a reason for an extension 
· reasons for failure to offer
· frequency of inability of family to access services as a reason for an extension 
· reasons for inability to access services 
3.  Measurement of frequency of kinship placements at all stages of child welfare interventions 
· reasons for placing out of family 
4.  Measurement of family contacts 
· placements of siblings together, stating reasons why not 
· frequency of visits with siblings 
· frequency of visits with parents 
· frequency of visits with other family members 
5.  Measurement of frequency and continuity in placement in foster care and other residential  
     placements 
· number of children moved after initial placement one, two three, four and more times 
6.  Measurement of total number of biological families and interested professionals involved in 
developing case plans and in case plan review during the time period 
7.  Number of internal reviews of decisions of substantiation of abuse or neglect and results of 
the reviews 
8.  Reporting of applications for waivers of federal requirements under the Adoption and Safe     
     Families Act, and progress and decision on the application during the time period, 
decisions 
     during the time period on any previously filed waiver applications 
9.  Number of terminations of parental rights in which no services were accessed by the family 
· breakdown of reasons for terminations 
· breakdown of reasons no services were accessed 
10.  Number of children in DHS custody moved to a residence that requires them to change 
     school districts 
11.  Average caseloads of caseworkers, life skills workers and supervisors and comparison 
with New England average 
12.  Compliance with standards for home visiting in foster homes 
13.  Number of families using offered services during the first 6 months their child is in 
custody of DHS, during the second 6 months and during the third 6 months. 
14.  Number of children entering DHS custody and number leaving DHS custody 
· numbers entering foster care and leaving foster care 
15.  Amounts spent on substance abuse treatment and recovery from accounts within the 
Office of Substance Abuse and the Department of Human Services. 
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